INTRODUCTION
I present a theory of focus structure composition based on a dynamic construal of syntactic phrases. In allowing the focus structure of a sentence to be built in the narrow syntax, the proposed analysis has the advantage of not invoking look ahead or intermodular operations, and it provides the structural description for interpretive rules that apply to focus structure at the PF interface (accentuation, phonological phrasing) and the LF interface (association with focussensitive operators). Moreover, the empirical and conceptual problems that arise with previous accounts of focus structure based on the Nuclear Stress Rule and focus-projection (Cinque 1993; Reinhart 1995 Reinhart , 2006 Selkirk 1995; Neeleman and Reinhart 1998; Zubizarreta 1998; Arregi 2003) are shown not to arise with the proposed derivational analysis of focus structure.
Section 2 gives an overview of nuclear stress phenomena and the Nuclear Stress Rule. Section 3 reviews the main features of focus structure theories based on the Nuclear Stress Rule, and section 4 presents empirical and conceptual arguments that demonstrate the inadequacy of such theories. Section 5 introduces a derivational analysis of focus structure, and section 6 presents empirical evidence that shows how this account generalizes to split-focus structures, data that is problematic for other approaches. Section 7 concludes.
THE NUCLEAR STRESS PHENOMENON AND NUCLEAR STRESS RULE
The phenomenon of nuclear stress is illustrated in (1a) for English and (1b) for Basque. In both languages, in out-of-the-blue contexts, the main stress of the sentence -called the nuclear stress -surfaces on the element Judea. (Boldface marks nuclear stress.)
(1) a. English:
Jesus preached to the people of Judea.
b. Basque:
1 Jesusek Judeako jendeari predikatu zion. Jesus Judea-of people-to preached AUX 'Jesus preached to the people of Judea.'
To account for the differences in the position of the nuclear stress in different languages, Halle and Vergnaud (1987) propose a parametrically variable Nuclear Stress Rule and posit that different parameter settings of the rule derive differences in surface position of nuclear stress in different languages.
However, Cinque (1993) dispenses with the parametrically variable Nuclear Stress Rule, and proposes a direct mapping between syntax and PF whereby the syntactic bracketing maps onto metrical bracketing. The rule Cinque (1993) proposes is summarized as follows:
(2) Nuclear Stress Rule (Cinque 1993 c. Each rule applies to a maximal string containing no internal boundaries.
d. An asterisk on line N must correspond to an asterisk on line N + 1.
According to Cinque's Nuclear Stress Rule, there is a tight connection between syntactic phrases and metrical brackets: the more embedded an element is in the syntactic component, the more embedded it will be in the metrical grid. This is illustrated in (3), where we see that Judea is the most deeply embedded element in both the syntax and the metrical grid. In Cinque's proposal, the fact that different languages exhibit surface differences in nuclear stress placement derives from the head parameter (Cinque 1993:245) . Thus, there is no need to postulate different parameter settings of the Nuclear Stress Rule for different languages, the parametric difference being 1 The following abbreviations are used: AUX auxiliary FOC focus SUBJ subject already built into the head parameter. To see this, consider the structures in (4). In a head-initial structure such as (4a), the most deeply embedded element, C, is located at the right-most edge. Conversely, in a head-final structure such as (4b), the most deeply embedded element, again C, is located at the left-most edge. Accordingly, both in head-initial languages (such as English) and in head-final languages (such as Basque), in out-of-the-blue contexts, the most deeply embedded element gets nuclear stress. In English (1a) this is Judea, which occurs at the right-most edge of the VP; in Basque (1b) this is Judeako, which occurs at the left-most edge of the VP. However, nuclear stress is not static, and in other contexts nuclear stress surfaces in different positions. In such contexts, nuclear stress falls on the focal XP, be it the syntactic object, the subject, or any other element. Nuclear stress placement thus correlates with different focus structures, as illustrated in (5) for English. In a Subject-Verb-Object sentence, focus on the object (5a), the VP (5b), and the whole sentence (5c) correlates with nuclear stress falling on the right-most XP (in this case, the object). On the other hand, focus on the verb correlates with nuclear stress on the verb (5d), and focus on the subject correlates with stress assignment to the subject (5e). Based on the observed correlation between nuclear stress placement and the focus structures of a sentence, a number of analyses attempt to reduce focus structure to the Nuclear Stress Rule; I now review these.
THEORIES OF FOCUS STRUCTURE BASED ON THE NUCLEAR STRESS RULE
The fact that focus bears nuclear stress in many languages is taken to reflect the presence of a legibility condition on derivations that require focus to have nuclear stress at PF. The proposal originates with Cinque (1993) , with refinements by Reinhart (1995 Reinhart ( , 2006 , Neeleman and Reinhart (1998) , Selkirk (1995) , Zubizarreta (1998), Szendröi (2001) , Arregi (2003) , A. Elordieta (2001), Zubizarreta and Vergnaud (2000) , and Ishihara (2000) , among others. In these approaches, the variation in focus structure observed in (6) is analyzed as an instance of focusprojection, where the element that bears the nuclear stress projects its focal status to the nodes that dominate it. (Boldface marks nuclear stress; italic marks focusprojection.) (6) Nuclear-Stress-Rule-based focus-projection: Focus-projection attempts to capture the fact that the focal XP is interpreted as such depending on where the nuclear stress falls. Thus, according to this view, having the nuclear stress in the most deeply embedded element in (6), this stress placement will be able to convey many different focus structures (up to the whole sentence). Consequently, a given sentence has a set of possible foci, consisting of the set of nodes that an actual nuclear stress placement can mark as focused. This idea is explicitly stated, for instance, by Reinhart:
(7) The focus set:
The focus set of a derivation D includes all and only the constituents that contain the main stress of D. (Reinhart 2006:158) Selkirk (1995) proposes an analogous rule of focus projection from heads to phrases that has also been very influential (cf. inter alia Schwarzschild 1999). The main difference between the proposals in Selkirk (1995) and Reinhart (1995 Reinhart ( , 2006 is that for the former, the PF rule of projection applies optionally, and for the latter it applies automatically (creating focus sets). Reinhart's focus-set rule captures the possibility of focus projection in sentences such as (5a, b, c) and (6) in allowing the nuclear stress on the object to mark as focused the direct object itself, the VP, or the whole clause. According to Reinhart (1995 Reinhart ( , 2006 the default is for the assignment of nuclear stress to the most embedded position, and so the focus set also arises by default. However, this default focus set cannot be invoked to mark focus on the subject or the verb, since they don't contain the nuclear stressed element. To solve this, Reinhart (1995 Reinhart ( , 2006 proposes that, in order to mark focus on a phrase that cannot be marked by the focus projection, a marked strategy is employed. In English-like languages where focus doesn't affect the word order, a deaccenting rule deaccents the object and a marked stress rule assigns nuclear stress to whichever element is interpreted as focused (8).
(8) Deaccenting and marked stress (English):
In languages such as Dutch or Basque, where the basic order of constituents is affected by focus, Reinhart proposes that the elements that are the most embedded are scrambled higher up in the structure, leaving whichever element has to be interpreted as focused in the most embedded position (9).
(9) Scrambling (Dutch, Basque):
These two strategies -deaccenting and scrambling -provide the intended focusnuclear stress correlation at PF. (See Reinhart 2006 for details, and section 4.2 for discussion of Basque data.) There remains a problem. Contrary to fact, according to the focus rule in (9), nuclear stress placement on the subject should also be able to denote sentence focus. When deaccenting applies and marked stress is assigned to the subject, because CP contains the subject, if focus projection applies, the focus set is (incorrectly) predicted to be {Subject, CP}. According to Reinhart (1995 Reinhart ( , 2006 , sentence focus is unavailable for economy reasons. She argues that it is more economical to interpret sentence focus from the projection of the Nuclear Stress Rule which applies to the object by default. This requires that both possibilities for sentence focus -default focus projection from the object and marked focus projection from the subject -be compared to each other; this is what Reinhart (2006) calls a "reference-set computation".
In Nuclear-Stress-Rule-based focus structure theories, there is no focus phrase per se, but focus is computed on phrases that contain nuclear stress. The gist of all these approaches is that a legibility condition requires focus to have nuclear stress at PF. Nuclear stress placement is the trigger of focus structure at PF. And since the accented element can denote (via focus projection) a set of different focus structures, the focus structure of a sentence is ambiguous. I now show that the claim that focus structure is ambiguous in this way is problematic.
EVIDENCE AGAINST THE NUCLEAR-STRESS-RULE-BASED THEORIES OF FOCUS STRUCTURE
This section presents empirical (section 4.1 and 4.2) and conceptual (section 4.3) arguments against Nuclear-Stress-Rule-based focus structure theories. (Liberman 1975; Pierrehumbert 1980; Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg 1990; Ladd 1996, among others) . And, in many of the best-studied languages in the Autosegmental-Metrical framework of intonational phonology, we observe systematic differences between nuclear accents used to convey narrow focus and those used to convey broad focus, as shown in Table 1 . The different tune-composition and alignment of a pitch-accent are a distinctive feature of the accent, so that H*, L+H*, and L*+H accents are different phonological entities stored as such in the intonational lexicon of a given language. Table 1 shows languages or varieties that make use of categorically different pitch-accents to denote broad and narrow foci. If we take into account that different pitch-accents are used for broad versus narrow focus, then this means that, in a head-initial language, a stressed direct object in an SVO configuration such as (10) does not have an ambiguous focus structure. This is because no single accent marks both broad and narrow foci. In this way, the systematic distinction of categorically different pitch-accents for narrow and broad foci indicates that there is no focus-projection. (10) ?
The correlation between accent type and focus type requires that focus structure be set before the phonological component assigns an accent to the metrical structure built from the syntactic structure.
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The key idea here is that the purported focus structure ambiguity is not ambiguous at all; but if there is no ambiguity, then there is no motivation basis for focus projection and the focus set that it generates. Thus, it cannot be the case that the focus structure is computed after all syntactic, semantic, and phonological computations are over.
Focus-induced phonological phrasing
The fact that some languages use phonological phrasing to convey focus provides another argument against Nuclear-Stress-Rule-based focus structure theories. In many languages, a correlation between focusing and phonological phrasing is observed: whatever the analysis for the prosodic phrasing facts, such phenomena are at odds with Nuclear-Stress-Rule-based focus structure theories. Languages where there is a correlation between focus structure and a phonological phrase alignment are given in Table 2 . The fact that, in some languages, focus structure correlates with alignment at the left or right edge of a phonological phrase indicates that (i) the focus structure of a sentence in neither undetermined nor ambiguous; and (ii) the focus is not selected from a set of possible foci at the discourse level after all syntactic, semantic, and phonological computations are completed. Rather, since the phonological phrasing of the sentence is affected by the nature of the actual focus, it must be the case that the focus-value is determined before the phonological component deals with prosodic phrasing. 3 2 Even though I reject the Nuclear-Stress-Rule-based theory of focus structure, I still assume the Cinquean Nuclear Stress Rule, since this is the most comprehensive mapping between syntactic structure and the phonological metrical grid; see section 5.
3 I am agnostic as to what the correct characterization of the phrasing is, be it rulebased or harmonic candidate computation. Both architectures require unambiguous focus structures to align them with the relevant phonological phrase.
I want to draw attention to the fact that the intonational evidence shows that sentences don't have ambiguous focus structures. Consequently, focus structure must be set at some point in the derivation from the numeration to PF.
No accent conveying focus
Focus structure theories based on the Nuclear Stress Rule have as their main premise the purported correlation between focus and nuclear stress at PF. However, some languages and varieties make use of no accentual cue to mark focus. Among them we find Hyxkariana (Derbyshire 1985) , Guyanese English Creole (Bickerton 1993) , French (Féry 2001) , Wolof (Rialland and Robert 2001) , and some constructions of Russian (King 1995) and Lekeitio Basque (G. Elordieta 2006) .
Thus, a different focalization mechanism would have to be posited for these languages to set the focus structure. The issue is not whether there is a parametrically different realization of focus structure in different languages. Rather, the question at hand is whether Nuclear-Stress-Rule-based focus structure theories are correct in postulating an interface legibility condition that requires focused phrases to bear the nuclear stress. If so, then languages where focus has no accentual cue must have a different architecture with different interface legibility conditions. But, given Minimalist assumptions, this is incoherent, since interface conditions cannot be subject to parametric variation. In fact, it is assumed that "conditions on representations. . . hold only at the interface, and are motivated by properties of the interface, perhaps properly understood as modes of interpretation by performance systems" (Chomsky 1995b:170) . And, of course, performance systems are the same for Hyxkariana speakers and Dutch speakers, and, likewise, they are also the same for potential Hyxkariana-Dutch bilinguals. 4.2. Syntactic evidence against the Nuclear-Stress-Rule-based theories of focus structure Having reviewed some of the phonological evidence against the premises of Nuclear-Stress-Rule-based focus structure theories, I now review some of the syntactic evidence that shows that this type of theory of focus structure cannot be maintained. The discussion is based on Basque data, a discourse-configurational language where the focal XP appears left-adjacent to the inflected verb.
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The basic 4 It may be that the legibility condition is more abstract than that invoked by NuclearStress-Rule-based theories of focus structure (I thank J. Ormazabal, I. Laka, and an anonymous reviewer for raising this point to me). However, from a Minimalist point of view, legibility conditions are Bare Output Conditions without which no computation can proceed; for example, the need for linear order of terminals or the prohibition against vacuous quantification. Hence, legibility conditions are not subject to parametric variation.
5 See É. Kiss (1995) on discourse-configurationality, and Ortiz de Urbina (1989 Urbina ( , 1995 In addition, (Central-Western) Basque shows mandatory focus-verb adjacency. Thus, (12a) is ungrammatical because the focalized subject is not left-adjacent to the verb, whereas (12b, c) are grammatical precisely because the focalized subject is left-adjacent to the verb. One way of accounting for these data is by postulating a strong [Focus] feature that has to be checked against the verb in a Specifier-Head configuration in a functional projection of the left periphery of the clause, either CP or a dedicated FocusP. However, in Nuclear-Stress-Rule-based focus structure theories, any movements that take place in these constructions cannot involve movement of focal material, as this would require the syntactic identification of focus structure, and would contradict the claim that the focus is chosen from a discourse-level focus set. Rather, such movement is claimed to satisfy the legibility condition that requires focused elements to have nuclear stress at PF. Thus, according to this view, when a non-focal element happens to be in the most embedded position in the clause, a nuclear stress-avoiding movement of this non-focal element takes place so that the element to be identified as focused becomes the most embedded element in the structure, and thus, it receives the nuclear stress. This kind of nuclear stress-avoiding movement corresponds to the scrambling mechanisms proposed in A. Elordieta (2001) or the left and right dislocations proposed in Arregi (2003) . To illustrate, a representation of the structure of (12b) under Arregi's (2003) proposal is given in (13). Elordieta (2001) presents for Basque an account the combines principles of the left periphery with a Nuclear-Stress-Rule-based analysis. Here, for ease of exposition, I only comment on the "pure" NuclearStress-Rule-based analysis in Arregi (2003) . (13) TP
In (13), movement of the object mahaia over the subject Jonek renders the latter in the most deeply embedded position and, thus, it gets interpreted as focused. According to this proposal, the PF focus-verb adjacency is accidental, as it is a by-product of the nuclear stress-avoiding movement of non-focal elements. After the movement of the object, it just happens that the focal Jonek is left-adjacent to the verb, but there is no intrinsic reason for this adjacency to hold; in other words, there is no special relation between the focal XP and the verb.
There are reasons to think that this approach is misguided. Such proposals make incorrect predictions regarding (i) the embedding of the focal XP, and (ii) the accidental adjacency between focus and verb. To see this, consider (14), where the object of the embedded clause is the focus. Any theory of focus structure based on the Nuclear Stress Rule that wants to maintain that the object of the embedded sentence, Jon, is the most deeply embedded element of the whole clause would have to posit a number of rightward movements of the non-focal elements in order to derive a configuration where (i) the object is the most deeply embedded element, and (ii) the object occupies the left-most position of the focal XP. Concretely, if the input structure is as in (15a), the non-focal material in the lower clause would have to be evacuated, requiring rightward movement of the embedded verb complex ikusi zuela (15b), and rightward movement of the embedded subject Mirenek (15c), leaving the object Jon in the most embedded position. Again, a number of non-standard movements would have to be posited in order to have the focal subject Jon at the left and at the same time in the most embedded position of the entire clause.
The pattern of focus-verb adjacency in (12) parallels the pattern displayed by long-distance movement in (14) and (16). Hence, an analysis based on movement to the left periphery of the clause might be more appropriate to treat these data.
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The main conclusion that should be derived from this discussion is that the premise that nuclear stress is assigned to the most embedded position in the clause and that focus is computed over nuclear-stressed phrases cannot be maintained. The word order changes induced by focus cannot be explained by movement of non-focal elements. Rather, they require making reference to the actual focal XP of a clause, which denies the possibility of ambiguous focus structures or focal projections.
The Minimalist Program and the architecture of the grammar
This section examines some conceptual anomalies that arise in a focus structure theory based on the Nuclear Stress Rule. The main premise of such theories is based on a purported interface condition that requires focus to have the nuclear stress at PF. This conception of focus structure is paradoxical because, on the one 6 Arregi (2003) discuses similar data without the subject-verb inversion of the embedded sentence and proposes that the focus is extracted from its clause and adjoins to the matrix vP. Then, the embedded CP is right dislocated. For me, the data presented by Arregi (2003) are not grammatical (see also Laka and Uriagereka 1987 and Ortiz de Urbina 1995) . In any event, in order to explain the position of the verb in (14)- (15), another ad hoc movement has to be posited, which suggests that focus-verb adjacency is not accidental. 7 The goal of the present discussion is to provide a Minimalist theory of focus structure, so I don't enter into the details of an analysis of the left periphery in Basque; see Irurtzun (2006) for an analysis of the syntax-semantics interface that builds on the work of Ortiz de Urbina (1989 Urbina ( , 1995 .
hand, it assumes that the focus structure is somehow present at the beginning of the derivation, and, on the other hand, it claims that PF is responsible for delimiting focus structure (given that the Nuclear Stress Rule feeds focus projection). If there is no focus structure at the outset, then ceteris paribus the Nuclear Stress Rule will invariably assign nuclear stress to the most deeply embedded element, and there is no motivation for repair strategies such as marked stress assignment (to rescue English-type language) or scrambling (to rescue Dutch/Basque-type languages). On the other hand, if focus structure is present at the outset, then there is no need to postulate ambiguities, focus sets, or focus projection. The problem is that Nuclear-Stress-Rule-based focus structure theories have a circular logic: the focal XP of a sentence is inferred from the phrase that gets the nuclear stress, but the position of the nuclear stress depends on what the actual focus is.
The I believe both approaches to be wrong, for the reasons exposed below.
Theories that don't posit a [FOCUS] feature
Theories that don't posit a [FOCUS] feature (Szendröi 2001; Reinhart 2006) can't be implemented. Let me explain. If nuclear accent placement triggers the setting of a focus set, the architecture of the grammar is such that the computational system can't read an element as focused or unfocused. This is because lexical items are defined as feature bundles, and if there's no feature difference between a discursively focused XP and an unfocused XP -because no [FOCUS] feature is posited -then it is impossible to distinguish a focused XP from an unfocused one. To put it plainly: if there is no feature difference, there is no difference. So, according theories without a [FOCUS] feature, the DP subjects in (17b) and (18b) are identical. If there is no feature difference among the subjects of (17b) and (18b), they should have the same status in the computational system and so should behave in the same way. Moreover, lacking any feature distinction, in a focus-in-situ language like English, the phonological component shouldn't be able to "know" where to assign the nuclear stress or how to phrase the structure, since a notion such as discursively focused is not available during the computation. And if there is no unambiguous focus structure set at PF, nuclear stress should invariably be on the most deeply embedded element: in an SVO sentence of English, the focus set should always be {CP, VP, Obj}. The use of marked operations to focalize other elements requires that focus structures be present in the syntax, which in turn requires [FOCUS] features, which denies that focus is computed only over the projections that contain the element that has nuclear stress at PF.
Theories that assume one [FOCUS] feature
Focus structure theories that assume the early assignment of just one [FOCUS] feature and its possible percolation or projection have a drawback. This is because there is no inherent reason for the N in (19),
(19) N [FOC] that will form the NP in (20), (20) NP [FOC](projection) N [FOC] that will form the DP Object in (21), N [FOC] that will be embedded in the VP in (22), N [FOC] that will form the vP in (23),
N [FOC] that will end up forming the CP in (24), N [FOC] to receive the [FOCUS] feature up in a derivation where the output is a sentencewhole focus (a sentence uttered in an out-of-the-blue context).
To have the N in (19) marked with the [FOCUS] feature and to project that feature in order to get CP-focus is a theory-internal stipulation. This wouldn't be a problem for a derivational theory, but, as explained before, Nuclear-StressRule-based theories have a teleological flavour: in order to satisfy a PF legibility constraint, the system works towards the correct focalization of an element. Thus, if the element that ultimately has to be focused is not in the most embedded position, a marked (deaccenting or movement) operation is posited. Given this, we can conclude that theories that posit the early insertion of a [FOCUS] (25) A 'perfect language' should meet the condition of inclusiveness: any structure formed by the computation (in particular, π and λ) is constituted of elements already present in the lexical items selected for N; no new objects are added in the course of computation apart than rearrangements of lexical properties. (Chomsky 1995b:228) If the Inclusiveness Condition is maintained, then we must conclude that adding a [FOCUS] feature to a complex XP is not permitted.
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Furthermore, the notion of focus set that is crucial to this theory is one in which there is no actual focus in the grammar, but just a set of possible foci from which discourse chooses the actual focus. According to these theories, the actual focus is selected after spell-out. Thus, in the examples of purported focus projection in (26), repeated from (6), we don't have different grammatical sentences (understood as different derivations with the same word order that have undergone Full Interpretation), but just one sentence whose focus structure is ambiguous. According to such theories, the actual focus is not a grammatical notion but a discursive one, and hence, inert at LF. (It should also be inert at PF, as we saw in section 4.1.) However, LF effects of focus are widely attested in the literature (Rooth 1985; Herburger 2000 , among many others), and include the association with quantifiers and focal particles such as only and even.
Finally, a problem arises with the computation from numeration to PF. Recall that there is a legibility condition requiring that convergent derivations have nuclear stress on the focused XP; otherwise, the derivation crashes. The problem arises with the trigger of the operations that lead to the intended configuration. For example, as discussed above, to account for the focus-verb adjacency in Basque, displacement operations such as A. Elordieta's (2001) scrambling or Arregi's (2003) left and right dislocations are posited. However, according to Minimalist assumptions, displacement operations in syntax take place as an instance of feature-checking under a probe-goal relation. But the kinds of the movements that provide the correct configurations for Nuclear-Stress-Rule-based focus structure theories lack any motivation other than providing the desired surface structure.
Furthermore, according to the postulates of Minimalism, there is no look ahead: an operation in the narrow syntax cannot be conditioned by a (later) PF legibility condition. And, unless further constrained, displacements postulated by focus structure analyses based on the Nuclear Stress Rule are look ahead operations.
Thus, if there is no [FOCUS] feature and focus is just a configurational interpretation, then there should be no focally induced displacements, and nuclear stress should invariably fall on the most deeply embedded element. On the other hand, if there is a [FOCUS] feature marking the focal XP, then it is not the PF embedding configuration that marks it. Either way, Nuclear-Stress-Rule-based focus structure theories are incoherent.
Summary
The Nuclear-Stress-Rule-based theory of focus structure is wrong both empirically and conceptually. Some languages use categorically different pitch-accents to convey broad and narrow foci, so focus structure must be present in the phonological component. Hence, there can be no focus set or focus projection. Furthermore, the strict alignment between focus structure and a phonological phrase boundary observed in many languages reinforces the impossibility of ambiguous focus structures. On the other hand, the lack of any accent to convey focus in some languages makes dubious the existence of a bare output condition (by definition, universal) that requires focused elements to bear nuclear stress. Likewise, the focus-verb adjacency observed in Basque cannot be a by-product of Nuclear Stress Rule and displacement. Finally, theories that posit the assignment of one [FOCUS] feature are stipulative and conceptually incoherent, while theories that posit no [FOCUS] feature are not implementable computationally.
In the next section I present a derivational approach to focus structure that overcomes the shortcomings of Nuclear-Stress-Rule-based theories. As will be shown, in this system focus structure is determined in the narrow syntax, and then interface components -both PF and LF -operate on it.
A DERIVATIONAL APPROACH TO THE FOCUS STRUCTURE
I propose a derivational theory of the focus structure. The analysis is based on two claims: (i) [FOCUS] is an optional formal feature that can be assigned to multiple tokens in the numeration (section 5.1); and
(ii) Focus structure is created by set composition, in keeping with Bare Phrase Structure (section 5.2). [Lecarme 1999] or Tuki [Biloa 1995] ). For such items, the [FOCUS] feature wouldn't be optional, but lexical (in case they are always focal, which I doubt). Conversely, another logical possibility is the existence of lexical items that are inherently unfocusable, for example Romance pronominal clitics (João Costa, p.c.) . This is an empirical issue, as there may be metalinguistic contrastive focus even with expletives. In any case, if there are unfocusable lexical items, this is something that any theory of focus structure must accommodate. For the derivational theory of the focus structure proposed here, this would be modelled by prohibiting [FOCUS] feature assignment for the relevant set of lexical items. Furthermore, if it is true that some elements are unfocusable, this would constitute a counterexample to Nuclear-Stress-Rule-based theories since non-focal elements cannot occur within a focus projection. For example, if clitics really are unfocusable, the appearance of a clitic in an out-of-the-blue sentence should trigger ungrammaticality. This, clearly, is not the case.
Derivation of the focus structure
If [FOCUS] is an optional formal feature, then it can be assigned to multiple tokens in the numeration, and the focus structure will be constructed with the tokens bearing the [FOCUS] feature. The postulation of a feature assignment in the numeration is not teleological, and the assignment of the [FOCUS] feature is completely free. Hence, it makes no sense to ask why some token of the numeration bears the [FOCUS] feature while others don't. The derivation proceeds, and the output focus structure mirrors whatever the input focus-values where. If the derivational outcome of the combination of lexical items in a numeration results in an inappropriate focus structure, this will be a matter of inappropriate felicity conditions at the discourse level, but no grammatical violation will occur.
Thus, the lexical tokens that ultimately construct the focus structure bear a [FOCUS] feature, while other tokens won't. This implies that there is no inherent property of lexical items that makes them more focusable than others, but just 9 The only lexical item that seems to be unfocusable (not even metalinguistically) is pro. If this generalization is correct, a ban on [FOCUS] features should be added on these lexical items. However, in a Minimalist model, pro might not even exist: formally, a "null pronominal" can be analyzed as an instance of DP-ellipsis (Duguine 2006 In this proposal, if an element bears a [FOCUS] feature in the numeration, this does not mean that that lexical item will be the actual focus of the sentence, but just that it will take part in the composition of the focus structure, where the focus structure is the outcome of the merger of items specified as [FOCUS] . For example, given the felicitous question/answer pair in (27a, b) , the only element in the Lexical Array of (27c) that will bear the [FOCUS] feature in the answer in (27b) is potatoes: If we accept the possibility of having a multiplicity of [FOCUS]-featured tokens, then focus structure is constructed as the derivation unfolds and is the outcome of phrase structure building, in accordance with Bare Phrase Structure (Chomsky 1995a) . For instance, given the configurations in (29), where two [FOCUS]-marked elements are merged, the derived syntactic object is a set that contains only lexical items that bear a [FOCUS] feature, and will be interpreted as focal by the interface components.
10 It is more usual to add information to the common ground with expressions denoting individuals (of type e) than with expressions denoting quantifiers (of type <<e,t>,<<e, t>,t>>). But this is a fact about information packaging: it is easy (and common) to ask for the identity of an individual, it is tougher to ask for a quantifier, and even tougher still to ask, for instance, for a light verb. There is no grammatical restriction preventing a light verb from being focused; this is a matter of "informatics" (Vallduví 1993) .
11 For logical form, I assume that all the [FOCUS] material is mapped into the scope of a restricted quantification over events, where the background material creates the restriction, as in Herburger (2000) . See Irurtzun (2006 In the present analysis, the node with the highest [FOCUS] feature demarcates the focus structure of the sentence; that is, an XP is interpreted as focal if all the lexical items that are contained in that XP are [FOCUS]-specified.
One consequence of this proposal is that there cannot exist a derivation that has an ambiguous focus structure. To see this, consider (35).
(35) #JesusˆpreachedˆtoˆtheˆpeopleˆofˆJudea#.
In Nuclear-Stress-Rule-based theories, such a string is considered to be sevenways ambiguous, as in (36) repeated from (6), with the ambiguity resolved by the optional application of focus-projection. In the present analysis, the string in (35) corresponds to seven distinct sentences that derive from seven distinct numerations, as in (37), each one differing from the other according to which items are focus-specified. In order to explain the fact that, for all the sentences in (36), the PF component assigns the nuclear stress to Judea, it suffices to make the Cinquean-like Nuclear Stress Rule focus-sensitive (38).
(38) Nuclear Stress Rule, revised:
Assign nuclear stress to the most embedded element within the focus structure.
That is, having the focus structure set in narrow syntax, interface components can read it as a structural description for the PF rules of accentuation and phrasing, and the LF rules of association with operators. This new Nuclear Stress Rule correctly predicts without any further stipulation the nuclear stress placement in different positions, given that the differences in focus structure are specified in the narrow syntax. Thus, in (39), we will have different sentences (i.e., different derivations constructed from different numerations). Applying the focus-sensitive Nuclear Stress Rule to each of the derivations, we predict the actual placement of nuclear stress: A consequence of this proposal is that focusing the subject is not computationally more complex than focusing the object, in that it doesn't involve more operations. This is contrary to analyses such as Reinhart (1995 Reinhart ( , 2006 : for objectfocus, a default application of the Nuclear Stress Rule is posited, but for subjectfocus the default Nuclear Stress Rule is followed by deaccentuation of the object, and a marked stress rule marks focus on the subject. Likewise for the verb or any other element that is not contained in the focus-projection.
The derivational approach proposed here also accounts for the availability of sentence-whole focus with nuclear stress on the verb of unergatives and unaccusative predicates, as in (40b). It is also possible for nuclear stress to fall on the subject, (40c), but this is felicitous only in exclamative contexts. These so-called Schmerling examples are problematic for the Nuclear-StressRule-based theories (Schmerling 1976; Rochemont 1998 ). The puzzle is that in (40c) nuclear stress falls on the subject, but the whole sentence is focused, something that Nuclear-Stress-Rule-based focus structure theories predict to be impossible.
In the derivational analysis of focus structure proposed here, there are two distinct derivations for (40b) and (40c). In both cases the surface subject is first merged in object position. Example (41) illustrates the derivation of sentencewhole focus with nuclear stress on the verb: the object and the verb are [FOCUS]-specified (41a); their merger creates a new set of [FOCUS]-specified elements (41b); A-movement applies (41c); the revised Nuclear Stress Rule assigns nuclear stress to the most embedded element within the focus structure, which in this case is the verb (41d). But it is also possible for the subject, rather than the verb, to be assigned nuclear stress. I suggest that this be analyzed as a kind exclamative stress shift since (i) it is not mandatory, and (ii) it needs a highly marked surprise context to be felicitous. The derivation is illustrated in (42). Another welcome result of the derivational focus structure analysis proposed here is that it derives the semantic type of the focus structure. The relevant semantic type will simply be the product of the standard bottom-up semantic composition. Whichever [FOCUS]-specified lexical items enter into the numeration, the focus structure type will be the outcome of that composition, as in (43). This means that focus structure has a determinate size in logical form, and so focus has a determinate semantic interpretation.
take <e,<e,t>>(F) [Ì y P (y)] e(F) book <e,t>(F)
Summing up, I have proposed that the [FOCUS] feature is an optional formal feature that can be assigned to multiple tokens of the numeration. Focus structure is constructed (rather than projected) bottom-up in a derivational fashion, and is present in the narrow syntax before spell-out (contra the Nuclear-Stress-Rulebased theories where focus structure is introduced late in PF). This allows foci to have PF and LF interpretations.
A CONSEQUENCE OF THE DERIVATIONAL APPROACH TO FOCUS STRUCTURE
The derivational approach to focus structure just presented has a welcome consequence.
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A potential puzzle arises when no merge/bottom-up composition can be done with two elements [FOCUS]-specified in the numeration. These are cases such as (44), where the subject and the object, each bearing one [FOCUS] Nuclear-Stress-Rule-based theories, which posit a unique nuclear stress (along with focus projection) cannot account for the possibility of such multiplefocus constructions. In the analysis presented here, such constructions can be derived from split-focus structures that predictably arise whenever [FOCUS]-marked lexical items are not sisters. Furthermore, this is the kind of structure that we need for interpretation: assuming a semantics of multiple wh-questions à la Chomsky (1977) or Higginbotham and May (1981) , at LF the two wh-operators of a multiple wh-question create, by absorption, a complex polyadic operator that binds pairs of variables, precisely the variables that each of the isolated foci of (45b) stand for: In PF, the present analysis predicts as many nuclear stress assignments as there are [FOCUS]-specified isolates. And in fact, this is the intonational pattern of many languages where each element that partially answers a multiple wh-question is assigned a distinct pitch-accent (Jackendoff 1972 The implications of a derivational account of focus structure are clear: it should be possible to have various items marked as [FOCUS] in the derivation, creating a multiply-split focus structure. The fact that such patterns are "odd" should be viewed as reflecting felicity conditions on discourse structure, or as the by-product of processing factors. The same holds of the multiple wh-questions which would provide the discursive frame for multiple foci. The fact that we don't usually make questions with, for instance, eight wh-words is not a grammatical impossibility but rather arguably reflects felicity conditions on content-questions and/or processing factors (e.g., on the identification of variables). Thus, the isolability of [FOCUS]-specified material is a welcome consequence of the derivational approach proposed here.
SUMMARY
I have argued that Nuclear-Stress-Rule-based focus structure theories cannot be maintained. The empirical evidence and conceptual arguments presented show that, computationally, focus is not interpreted depending on where the nuclear stress falls, but quite the opposite: nuclear stress is a way of representing in PF a syntactically derived focus structure; the latter arises as a result of treating the [FOCUS] feature as an optional formal feature and allowing it to be freely assigned to items in the numeration. Focus structure is constructed when two [FOCUS]-specified elements are merged together, since the set theoretic object that results from their merger will be an element that contains just [FOCUS]-specified lexical items. Focus structure is, then, strictly compositional. Furthermore, having the focus structure set in the narrow syntax allows the focus structure to be interpreted at both interface components. Thus, the focus structure can be assigned nuclear stress and a determinate phonological phrasing at PF; and it can have the semantic interpretive effects that it has at LF. In these aspects as well, the derivational analysis of focus structure presented here is superior in many respects to previous analyses based on the Nuclear Stress Rule that invoked look ahead to drive operations in the narrow syntax.
